Week of ______

A Fine, Fine School
Unit 1Lesson 1
(short vowels)

Spelling Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

crop
plan
thing
smell
shut
sticky
spent
lunch
pumpkin
clock

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

gift
class
skip
swing
next
hug
hospital
fantastic
alligator *
umbrella *

Vocabulary Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

fine - very nice
principal - the leader of a school
proud - pleased with yourself or someone else
strolled - walked slowly
announced - made known
certainly - surely
soared - flew upward
worried - uneasy or anxious

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

The Trial of Cardigan Jones
Unit 1 Lesson 2

(VCe long vowels)

Spelling Words
1. spoke
2. mile
3. save
4. excuse
5. cone
6. invite
7. cube
8. price
9. erase
10. ripe

11. broke
12. flame
13. life
14. rule
15. these
16. those
17. surprise
18. decide
19. because *
20. ocean *

Vocabulary Words
1. trial - a meeting in court to decide if someone has broken the law
2. jury - the group of people who make the decision in a trial
3. stand - the place where a witness in a trial sits while being
questioned
4. guilty- having done something wrong
5. honest - truthful
6. convinced - made someone believe or agree to something
7. pointed - used a finger to show where something was
8. murmur - the sound of people speaking very softly
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Destiny’s Gift
Unit 1 Lesson 3
(vowel pairs)

Spelling Words
1. lay
2. real
3. trail
4. sweet
5. today
6. dream
7. seem
8. tea
9. treat
10. afraid

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

leave
bait
screen
speed
paint
please
yesterday
explain
information *
exceed *

Vocabulary Words
1. block - the section of a street between two other streets
2. spreading - stretching something out
3. raise - to collect
4. figure - to work out by thinking
5. contacted - got in touch with someone
6. customers - people who buy something at a store
7. afford - to be able to pay
8. earn - to get something by working

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Pop’s Bridge
Unit 1Lesson 4
(long o – oa, ow)

Spelling Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

load
open
told
yellow
soak
shadow
foam
follow
glow
sold

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

window
coach
almost
throat
cold
most
tomorrow
sailboats
following *
goalpost *

Vocabulary Words
1. foggy - filled with thick mist or low clouds
2. stretch - to spread out
3. crew - a group of people doing work
4. balancing - keeping steady
5. tide - the rise and fall of the sea
6. cling - to hold tightly to something
7. excitement - the feeling of being stirred up
8. disappears - passes from sight
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Roberto Clemente:
Pride of the Pittsburgh Pirates
Unit 1 Lesson 5
(long i – i, ie, igh)

Spelling Words
1. slight
2.mild
3. sight
4. pie
5.mind
6. tie
7. pilot
8. might
9. lie
10. tight

11. blind
12. fight
13. die
14. midnight
15. find
16. night
17. silent
18. frightening
19. tricycle
20. designed

Vocabulary Words
1. pronounced - said clearly and correctly
2. stands - seats at a stadium or ballpark
3. fans - great admirers
4. league - group of teams that compete against one
another
5. score - to make a point or points in a game
6. polish - to make shine; to make something better
7. style - a way of doing something
8. slammed - hit with sudden force

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Max’s Words
Unit 2 Lesson 6
(VCV)

Spelling Words
1. math
2. toast
3. easy
4. socks
5. Friday
6. stuff
7. paid
8. cheese
9. June
10. elbow

11. program
12. shiny
13. piles
14. sticky
15. each
16. both
17. comb
18. holiday
19. umbrella
20. ostrich

Vocabulary Words
1. detail-each part of several items of information
2. squeak-a short, high-pitched sound
3. echoes-repeating sounds caused by the rebounding of
sound waves from a surface
4. swoops-to descend quickly with a sweeping motion
5. twitch-to move with a slight jerk
6. slithers-to move in a slippery way
7. doze-to sleep lightly
8. snuggles-to curl up closely
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

What Do Illustrators Do?
Lesson 7
(three letter clusters: thr, scr, spr)

Spelling Words
1. three
2. scrap
3. street
4. spring
5. thrill
6. scream
7. strange
8. throw
9. string
10. scrape

11. spray
12. threw
13. strong
14. scratch
15. think
16. they
17. straight
18. scramble
19. throughout
20. strategy

Vocabulary Words
1. tools-things people use to help them do a job
2. sketches-quick drawings without much detail
3. scribbles-drawings or doodles, drawn in a quick or careless way
4. research-careful study of a subject or problem
5. texture-the ways that surfaces look and feel
6. imagine-to see a picture in your mind
7. illustrate-to make pictures that show or explain something
8. tracing- making an exact copy by putting a sheet of paper on top
of it and following the lines

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

The Harvest Birds
Lesson 8
(silent letters: kn, wr )

Spelling Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

itch
wreck
knee
patch
wrap
knot
watch
knife
stretch
write

11. knew
12. knock
13. match
14. wrong
15. know
16. catch
17. wrinkle
18. knuckle
19. pneumonia
20. gnome
Vocabulary Words

1.serious-not playful or silly; not joking
2.patch-a small piece of land
3.borrow-to use something that someone else owns and return it later
4.advice-ideas or suggestions about what someone should do
5.ashamed-feeling guilty, sorry, or embarrassed
6.borders-the edges of a place
7.separate-divide into groups
8.harvest-the ripe crops that are gathered

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Kamishibai Man
Lesson 9

Spelling Words
1.clown
2. round
3. bow
4. cloud
5. power
6. crown
7. thousand
8. crowd
9. sound
10. count

11. powder
12. blouse
13. frown
14. pound
15. house
16. found
17. mountain
18. coward
19. prowler
20. allowed

Vocabulary Words
1. familiar - well known from being seen often
2. blurry - unclear or smeared
3. vacant - empty or not occupied
4. jerky - moving in sudden, uneven, or awkward ways
5. applause - clapping meant to show appreciation or
enjoyment
6. blasted - made a sudden, loud sound
7. rude - impolite or having bad manners
8. rickety - shaky or likely to fall apart
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Young Thomas Edison
Lesson 10

Spelling Words
1. talk
2. cross
3. awful
4. law
5. cloth
6. cost
7. crawl
8. chalk
9. also
10. raw

11. salt
12. wall
13. lawn
14. always
15. soft
16. small
17. often
18. strawberry
19. autumn
20. autograph
Vocabulary Words

1. genius - extraordinary intellectual power, very smart
2. signal - a sound, motion, or sign that sends a message
3. electric - powered by electricity
4. laboratory - a place where scientists work & do experiments
5. gadget - a small, useful machine or device
6. experiment - a test to find out or prove something
7. invention - an original device, system, or process
8. occasional - happening from time to time

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Tacky The Penguin
Continue Lesson 10 words

Spelling Words
1. talk
2. cross
3. awful
4. law
5. cloth
6. cost
7. crawl
8. chalk
9. also
10. raw

11. salt
12. wall
13. lawn
14. always
15. soft
16. small
17. often
18. strawberry
19. autumn
20. autograph
Vocabulary Words

1. tacky – not fashionable. Tacky things are cheap, flashy, gaudy,
loud, or trashy.
2. companion - somebody who accompanies or shares time with
another, it may be a friend.
3. odd - things that are weird or strange are called odd.
4. graceful - movements that are lovely and elegant.
5. chanting – saying something over and over again
6. switch – a thin stick to spank or hit someone with
7. blared – say something loudly
8. hearty – strong and enthusiastic
9. dreadfully – horrible or awful
10. clasped

– held on to something tightly

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Jump

Lesson 11

Spelling Words
1. joy
2. point
3. voice
4. join
5. oil
6. coin
7. noise
8. spoil
9. toy
10. joint

11. boy
12. soil
13. choice
14. boil
15. come
16. are
17. poison
18. destroy
19. deploy
20. oyster
Vocabulary Words

1.

athlete – a person who plays one or many sports

2.

competitor – one trying to win

3.

championship – the game that decides the ultimate winner

4.

professional – a person who is paid to do something

5.

power – strength

6.

court – an area where a game is played

7.

rooting – cheering

8.

entire – whole, all, or complete
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

The Science Fair

(Excerpt from Beany and the Meany)

Lesson 12: homophones

Spelling Words
1. hole
2. whole
3. its
4. it’s
5. hear
6. here
7. won
8. one
9. our
10. hour

11. their
12. there
13. fur
14. fir
15. piece
16. peace
17. your
18. you’re
19. principal
20. principle

Vocabulary Words
1. crops - plants that are grown, especially those grown for food
2. profit - the amount of money left after the costs of doing business is
subtracted from the amount of money earned
3. scowled - made an angry facial expression
4. grunted - made a short, low sound in the back of the throat
5. hollered - yelled
6. risky - dangerous
7. tugged - pulled strongly
8. plucked - pulled off or out quickly

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Martin Luther King Jr.
Continue Lesson 12: homophones

Spelling Words
1. hole
2. whole
3. its
4. it’s
5. hear
6. here
7. won
8. one
9. our
10. hour

11. their
12. there
13. fur
14. fir
15. piece
16. peace
17. your
18. you’re
19. principal
20. principle

Vocabulary Words
1. civil rights – basic rights or freedoms that all citizens should have
2. discrimination – when people are treated unfairly because of
prejudice about their race, age, religion, or gender
3. equality – when all people are treated the same and have the
same rights
4. protest – to show others that you strongly disagree with something
5. nonviolent – not violent
6. principles – beliefs about what is right, true, or moral
7. segregation – to keep things or people apart from a group
because they are different
8.

speech – when someone gives a formal talk to an audience
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Yonder Mountain:
A Cherokee Legend
Lesson 13

Spelling Words
1. I’d
2. he’s
3. haven’t
4. doesn’t
5. let’s
6. there’s
7. wouldn’t
8. what’s
9. she’s
10. aren’t

11. hasn’t
12. couldn’t
13. he’d
14. they’re
15. can’t
16. isn’t
17. we’re
18. weren’t
19. should’ve
20. won’t
Vocabulary Words

1. fondly - in a loving or caring way
2. mist - a fine spray or light fog
3. peak - the top of a mountain or hill
4. rugged - rough and uneven
5. pausing - stopping briefly
6. steep - having a sharp slope
7. examined - looked at closely
8. pleaded - begged or requested urgently
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Aero and Officer Mike
Lesson 14

Spelling Words
1. horse
2. mark
3. storm
4. market
5. acorn
6. artist
7. March
8. north
9. barking
10. stork

11. thorn
12. forest
13. chore
14. restore
15. dark
16. story
17. partner
18. fortune
19. adorable
20. tornado

Vocabulary Words
1. ability – skill
2. patrol - walk through an area to watch or guard it
3. loyal - faithful
4. partners - two people who work together
5. shift - the period of time a worker does his or her job
6. snap - to bite quickly
7. lying - resting in a flat position
8. quiver - to shake or tremble
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

The Extra-Good Sunday
Lesson 15

Spelling Words
1. nurse
2. work
3. shift
4. hurt
5. first
6. word
7. serve
8. curly
9. dirt
10. third

11. worry
12. turn
13. stir
14. firm
15. her
16. girl
17. perfect
18. hamburger
19. squirm
20. desert
Vocabulary Words

1. recommended - suggested
2. ingredients - parts of a mixture
3. cross - angry
4. degrees - units used to measure temperature
5. festive - merry
6. tense - edgy or stressed
7. remarked - said
8. anxiously - with worry or eagerness

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Judy Moody Saves the World
Lesson 16

Spelling Words
1. air
2. wear
3. chair
4. stairs
5. bare
6. bear
7. hair
8. care
9. pear
10. pair

11. share
12. near
13. ear
14. beard
15. buy
16. year
17. earring
18. compare
19. unaware
20. square
Vocabulary Words

1. shade - an area where direct sunlight is blocked
2. dripping - coming down in drops
3. carton - a paper container or cardboard box
4. hardly - not very much
5. rubbish - trash
6. recycle - to treat or process in order to use again
7. global - worldwide
8. complicated - hard to understand or deal with; difficult
9. pollution - the state of being dirty or not pure
10. project - a special undertaking
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

The Albertosaurus Mystery:
Philip Currie’s Hunt in the Badlands
Lesson 17

Spelling Words
1. age
2. space
3. change
4. jawbone
5. jacket
6. giant
7. pencil
8. circle
9. once
10. large

11. dance
12. jeans
13. bounce
14. huge
15. nice
16. place
17. excited
18. gigantic
19. jeopardy
20. concentration
Vocabulary Words

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

buried - covered up
location – the place where something is
remains - what is left over
clues - things that help solve a mystery or problem
skeletons – an animal’s bones or the basic frame of something
evidence - facts that lead to a conclusion or help people find out
what is true

7.
8.
9.

fossils - very old traces or remains of plants or animals
prove - to show by using facts
fierce - very wild and dangerous
10. uncovering - opening to view

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

A Tree is Growing
Lesson 18

Spelling Words
1. shark
2. check
3. queen
4. circus
5. flake
6. crack
7. second
8. squeeze
9. quart
10. squeak

11. quick
12. coldest
13. Africa
14. Mexico
15. black
16. thank
17. correct
18. question
19. acquire
20. equator

Vocabulary Words
1. passages - narrow paths or channels
2. spines - sharp, pointy growths
3. tropical - having to do with the warm areas of the Earth near the
equator
4. store - to put away for later use
5. throughout - all the way through
6. absorb - take in or soak up
7. dissolve - to seem to disappear when mixed with liquid
8. clumps - groups or bunches of things, especially plants and dirt
9. coverings - the outsides of things, usually serving as protection
10. pollen - tiny yellow grains made by flowering plants
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Dogzilla
Lesson 19

Spelling Words
1. mood
2. wooden
3. drew
4. smooth
5. blue
6. balloon
7. true
8. crooked
9. chew
10. tooth

11. hooves
12. cool
13. food
14. pooch
15. blew
16. foot
17. loose
18. jewel
19. baboons
20. kangaroo
Vocabulary Words

1.

scientific – relating to science or the careful studying of things

2.

ancient – very, very old

3.

mysterious – hard to understand or explain

4.

within – inside of

5.

emergency – for use during emergencies

6.

immediately – right now

7.

fiery – burning, flaming

8.

horrifying – frightful; causing great fear

9.

prehistoric – before written history

10. panicking – to be affected with terror

* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

Week of ______

Life on the Ice
Lesson 20

Spelling Words
1. birthday
2. anyone
3. sometimes
4. everything
5. homework
6. afternoon
7. airplane
8. grandmother
9. something
10. without

11. himself
12. faraway
13. sunburned
14. daylight
15. someone
16. cannot
17. scorekeeper
18. everybody
19. underground
20. thunderstorm

Vocabulary Words
1.

wilderness - a wild, unlived in area of land

2.

gliding - sliding, moving, or flying along with ease

3.

region - a certain area or space

4.

colony - a group of people or animals that live together

5.

shelter - a place that covers or protects

6.

unexpected - without warning

7.

overheated - heated beyond the safe point

8.

constant - always the same

9.

climate - usual weather conditions in an area over many years

10. layer - one thickness on top of another
* 19 and 20 are Bonus words *
Remember: We have a Spelling and Vocabulary Tests on Friday!!

